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M-spaces whl~h ave the homotc~rpy type of 3 finitta I’W-ccjmplex and. in particular. 
topol@cal groups with that proyerty share many of the homotopy thcors tic proper- 
ties of Lie groups. In particular, such spaces atisfy Poincar6 duality [ 14, 79f and 
have rational crhomofogy rings which are exterior algebras on generators of odd 
degree [ I qt. Remdy, the study of su& H-spaces has been enriched by the con- 
struction, using a technique of A. Zabrodsky, of many examples which are not 
homotopy equivalent lo any Lie group 624, 30. 18, 15 1. 
Two sets of phenomena which have proven important in the theory of Lie groups 
arc the maximal torus with its ass<-tiiatcd Weyl group and the properties of the CO- 
homology ring of a homogeneous space. It is therefore interesting to know to what 
extent these phenomena generalize to the homotopy category of topological groups 
with the homotopy type of a finite complex (to be called I-D-groups below)). The 
gcneraliration of these phenumcna depends on giving a dct-inition of subgroup which 
makes sense in the homotopy category. In 5 I we prop!Jse such a definition which 
essentially requires that the quotient space of a group by a subgroup have the h~mo- 
topy type of a fir&c complex. We will prove in $2 that quotient spaces are Poincare 
complexes and that their cohomology rings satisfy various theorems of Bore! et al., 
when the subgroup is of maximal rank. In $3 we examine the case of a subtorus and 
define an analogue of the Weyl group. We will show that this group is isomorphis to 
the classical Weyt group in came the FDgroup and subtorus are a Lie group and 11 
maximal subtorus in the classicaf sense. 
In the remainder of the paper, we will provide examples of groups and subgroups, 
and, in particular, we will provide an example of a group which contains no torus of 
maximal rank. For the latter example we will use an exotic multiplication on S3 
first constructed by Slifker (28]. We will give a much simplified construction of 
these tnul tiplications using Zabrrdsky’s homotopy mixing construction [34] . 
The author would like to thank Al Vasquez for a very useful discussbon leading 
to the proof of Theorem 3.6. I would also like to thank Larry Smith and Frank 
Quinn for suggesting the central idea in the proof of Theorm 2.1, which is analogous 
to a theorem in the latters thesis (Princeton 1970). 
’ The author was pdally supported by NSfT-grant GPm20S,52 dump the prcpmtlon of this 
work 
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5 1. Subgroups 
Results of Stasheff [291 et al., show that for homotopy theoretic purposes we 
msry regard a topologicrtl group to be the loop spalre on some space and a homo- 
morphism to be induced by a homotopy class of continuous mappings af spaces, 
For if G is a topological group? B, its classifying space (ZS] ) then there is an stljlc 
fitted with 3 natural group structure snd a homomorphism 52H, 4 G whkh is an 
AoD equivalence in tfie sense of Stasheff. We will thus 41 two groups equivalent if
they have homotupy equivalent classifying spaces. 
The group structure on a loop space is technkally easiest o construct in the 
approprfate simplicial category. If X is a simplicial set with One vertex, there is a free 
simplicial group GX and 9 principal fibrstion 
with PX contractible f30, 221 . ‘I% cru is also for a simplicial group G a classifying 
fibrat ion 
f 261. In the category of spates, SIX may be given a group structure bv using a Moore 
loop space with appropriate reductions to insure the’existeace of invekes. Care must 
be taken to insure that all spaces, in particular product spaces, be given a compactly 
generated topology and are of tfle homotopy type of a CW-complex. The authrrr is 
prepared to take the responsibility for details in the simplicial category and therefore 
the notation GX will be used for the loop cl.,mplex of X. The more familiar notation 
t?, will be used for the classifying complex. Whenever an obvious space such as a Lie 
group is mentioned, the singular oomplex of that space will be meant. It will not be 
necessary for us to explicitly consider technical details in the simplicial categories. 
WC shall mean by an H?-,~Rw~ smccturt~ a simpliciai set X with a single vertex 
such that GX has the homotupy type of a finite complex. A hontc~rnn@~&r~ is a 
simplicial map X + P of FD-group structures. Two homomorphisms are equivalent 
if they are homotopic and two group structures are equivalent if they are homotopy 
equivalent. If K is a finite complex, we shall mean by a gxclup structuw on K an FD- 
group structure X such that GX -K. If X is an equivalence class of FDgroup struc- 
tures we will call H- GX an I=D-group. Now, given a simplicial group If, we have a 
group structure B/J functorially determined. This structure is unique up to equiv- 
alence since there is a natural homotopy equivalence X~Y RCx. So if H is an FD 
group, we denote by BH the FDgroup structure determining it, A similar convention 
will be applied to homomorphisms. 
Let H f; G be a homomorphism of FD-groups. By replacing BG by a homotopy 
equivalent complex & (mapping cylinder) we may replace the map BjS by an cquiv- 
alent inclusion. Thus we may replace the homomorphism f by an equivalent inclu- 
sion or simplicial groups G& --* G&. We then have a principal fibre bundle 18) 
The homotopy type of the base of this Ebrc bundle is easily seen to be determined 
by the equivalence class of& We denote the base by G/if: We now propose 
1.1. Definition. A homomorphism f-iH -+ G of HI-groups is an imlusirvl of ED- 
gmups if Gf#has the htlmatopy type of a finite complex. In that case WC denote 
C;,‘lfby G/H and the prinaipal fibration above by 
An alternate definition could be obtained as follows. Replace B, by an equiv 
alent complex &, and k$+y an equivalent m;ip Bf so that irf.is a Kan fibration Nith 
fibrc I;‘, Then f== C.//f. So 
Our notlrjn of inclusion is a generalization of the classi notion for Lie groups 
in the following sense. Let H -+ G be a pair of compact Lie groups. Then G/H is a 
compact manifold and is humotopy equivalent to the fibre of the inclusion of classi- 
fying spaces B,, + t3,;; thus 
We have the following transitivity property of FDinclusian. 
Roof. We have fibrations 
with I’;a and F, having the homutopy type of finite complexes. Let F,, be the frbre 
of the cumposition &- + BIj + /I(;. lkn there is a fibration 
F 1 -+F(jl -,F*, 
By [ 23; Th. 1 ] the Wall obstruction to finiteness of FoI [ 32) vanishes. 
Now suppose F + X 1 Y is a fibration. Then the sequence of sirnplicial groups 
Gf 
GF4ILv4x 
is not an exact sequence. But if ??F = Km GJ then there is an inclusion of free 
simpliciai groups GF C Ker G”* which induces isomorphisms of homotopy groups. 
Thus &~=vc&$~cs F. so we have an exact sequence of grotrps 
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with ??F cquivalen t to GF. Thus we may make 
l.5. Definition. A sequence of FD-groups k’+H*G is an ~~ensic~rz if it is equivalent 
to an exact sequence of groups, i.e., if the sequence & + f3~ + lyG- is a quasifibra- 
tion [ 171. An FDincIusion K +H is nor??zal if it is equivalent to the fibre of an 
extension. 
Let K and C; be FD-groups. We wish to classify ah extensions K +H-* C. This is 
equivalent to classifying t”rbre homotopy equivalent fibrations 
Let H(B, ) be the complex of homotopy cquivatences of RA_ (,see Appendix). Then 
fibre homotopy classes of fibrations & -+ X + B, are in one to one correspondence 
with the elements of [II,, H(f+‘)] (see Appendix). Thus 
Proof. We have yet to show that if 
nK 4.4r4B, 
r 
is a fibration then X is an FRgtoup structure. But there is a tibration F-+ GXN29~;. 
I;crG& with G& and (23, having the homotopy type of finite complexes. Thus. 
again by 123, Th. I ] t GX has the homotopy type of a finite complex. 
8 2. FD-homogeneous spaces 
We will show in this section that quotients G/ff of a pair of FD-groups N c G 
share many of the homotopy theoretic properties-f homogeneous spaces of Lie 
groups. 
2.1. Theorem. Let G and H be cwmxwd FDgroups, H art FD-subgroup of G. 
Then G/H is a Paincar complex. 
Proof. Let dim N= m, dim G = n, dim G/H= 1. Consider the principal fibration 
Since H and G are connected groups, njG/H acts trivially on all h~rnoiogy groups 
in sight. Let fr”) and {I$ ) be the homology and cohomology Serre spectral 
sequences of the fibration above with coefficients in the commutative ring A. Since 
dim H=~I, dim G/H = I, it is clear from the spectral sequence (k* ) that dim G = 
I + n2. In fact, sinie If,@; 2) = Z, HJC; 2) = 2, and no nontrivial differentiak enter 
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or leave ii: I,l. we have 
of proof is this. We want to construct a map of spectral 
Ii) r,: k~~q-G;,ll.q *H,n_q c 
fy: q” 4 Fi 
(H; Aj is the duality map IIv(cI; I\)-Gc!,~ q(H;A). 
(ii) 
c-. p,rtt 
* lfl,_p(ci/!f; il\) is cap prrrduct wth the tirp class. 
(iii) Tbhe duality map M’(G; A) --) N,__i(W; I\) prc~ervcs filtrations from the 
spectral sequctnce, and f,. Em --t E” is the graded map associated to the duality map. 
If these conditions are satisfied, then with apprc-priate r indcxing ol’(E”}, the 
maps& satisfy the conditions of the Zecman comparison theorem [3S\ . Thus the 
cap product @(G/if; A) -* H@WH; A) will be an isomorphism. To carry out this 
prqram without going tn the trouble of investigating cap products in {E,} we prcl- 
teed as fc~Iiows. 
First we suppose A to be a fieid k. For each finite complex .Y we may identify 
H&Y; k) with (P(X: k))? Also we may identify A’; 
of HJC; k) from the spectral sequence may now be ‘i 8 
with (E:*” )*. The tiltratIon 
cntificd as 
Duality arises as follows, We have a graded symmetric bilinear form t . ): 
N+(G, k)$$MP(G. k) -* k given by 
The duality map of% is f‘: IP(G; k) -* H,, _ *fC;; k) given by 
T&P map is an isomorphism. Now in IPfG; k), 
since k,.:, , = 0, s > 1. ‘IIxrefore, f( F”) <i F l-p Similarly, define a form t , lr C)I\ E,, by . 
(x, .Y }I = 
x ‘,! 3 bidegx + bideg? = (I, m). 
0, otherwise. 
We have fr given by 
We will now give detailed results for H*(GjH; kj when M is crf maximal rank, 
Recall 11 V] that if G is any connected FD=H space. then 
an exterior algebra c.)n N genctatrm uf odd degree. The number 11 1s an invariant jt 
G and we calI it rark G. !f H is an FD-subgroup of I;‘, we say H is of r~zusi~~~al rutrk 
it’ rank ff I= rank G. 
and, by a standard Serre spectral sequence argument, 
where the generatws xzri __ 1 transgress to_j*zri. 
Many of the 4asskal theorems on chronology of hornugeneous spaces (see e.g, 
1 f 21 ) are included in 
(ii) H*GjH; kj = H*(BII; k)Mf*(Br;; k) BS an algebra (i.e. H*(G/H; k) = 
(iii) .H*(Bli; k) =Z H*(G/H; k>sk ?f*(BG ; k) OS u H*(BC; ; k) tnodu/e, ix. H*(t$, ; k) 
is Q free H*(B, ; k) module of dimension equal to x(G/H), where x is the Euler 
charoc teristic. 
It is an open question whether the attempted generalization i the Lie case by 
Baum 19, !a] TV subgroups of less than maximal rank holds for FD-groups. The 
result for Lie groups has bcerl announced by P. May. 
Proof of 2.2. The proof by Baum 1 IO] goes through without change. We outline the 
proof here since we wish to draw swne corollaries from t!w proof. The essential 
,;igredients are the fcdhwing two lemmas. Let A=k[.q, . . . . _T,~], degxi > 0. and let 
I C A bc an ideal, I = CI~, . . . . _I’,,, ), where the *ipi 31~ homogeneous clemen:s of 4: ;tnd 
are an irredundant set of‘ generators of 1. Then [ 1 O] 
The theorem now fol~~~ws from theso lemmas and a spectral sequence argument 
on the fibration 
C&V --c B,, + B, . 
F%Mrl 2.5 we have immediately, 
# 3. Tori and the Weyl group 
An FD-group need nut have 3 torus of maximal rank. In $3 and $4 WC will 
provide an ;xmlplc. 
3.3. Defibition. The Weyl group of G with respect to the inclusim of a subtorus 
f : BT + Bc is 
MU,) = (a E [S, BTl I a is 8 homotopy equivalence andf’. a-j+} . 
Note that since BT is an EilenbergMacLane space, [BT, BT] is isomorphic to 
Horn (2?, Z’), so 
3.5. Remark. WC may generalize I+’ as follows. Let H(G, f) be the complex of all 
homotopy equivalences cu: 13, “+ B, (see *4ppcndix) such that p: a-1: Let 
I$‘*( G, f) = “*I!( G, 1’). 
Clearly !I$( c;‘, J) = LV(C, f), Perhaps these groups will provide useful information 
ahr~ut G if they can be calculated. It is plausible that LV&C,f) = 0, i>O, if G is a 
Lie group and f the classifying map of a Lie maximal torus. 
We are justified in calling IV a Weyl group since 
whtw f is Ihe c[cIsst”“*ing mzp of tht irtchicwt T + <I’. 
Proof. Let aE IV. Then a induces a nontrivial autc>morphisrn Hi (T”, 2!) --* M’( P, 2). 
so (lr may be cclnsidered to be an elemenlt Elf Gl(n,Z). To see that a E I%~(;,f”), recall 
that Q is induced by an inner automorphism a-t ( )D sending T into ?‘I Let h: a - 1 
be a path from tr to 1. Then define H: TX I -+ C by 
H is a continuous deformation by homomorphisms crf a- *I )a to the inclusion 
T” --, G. Thus LI- II )a and the inclusion induce homotopic maps R, -+ S,;. Thus 
k?? W(G, f’). We must now show Lr/lG, f) 2 lV. Let A = H*(&,-; 0). Then 
h = Q(.x~, . . ., x, 1 . dimx, = 2. Now H*(B, : Q) may be considered to be a subalgebra 
I‘ of A. and I‘ = A’$‘. the fixed subaLgebra under the action of It’. Clearly I’ is a1s0 
fixed under the action of LV(G, 11. Ta show LV(G,i‘, g IV we wit! use some elementar!: 
Galois theory. 
Let A’ be the quotient field of A, A?’ the fixed subfield under the action of W, 
and K, s A?’ ? It’ th c quotient Cefd of I’. Now K : h’” is a normal extension f 5, 
Car. to III. 141 ; so it suffices to show Kh’ is f’ixed under bqGJ)_ But rSlG, fs leaves 
KO fixed SO it suffices to show K, = K”. Now (K :Kw] = i 1611’ f , so it suffices to show 
[A’ : Ko] = ! Cc’i. We recall from Lie theory that A is a free r module and dir+ A = ik, 1 
(I I. 27. I 1. Since A is a finite r module, A is integral over r 132, pp. 74- 76). Fur- 
thermore, since every rational function which is integral over the polynomial ring A 
is in A, A is the integral closure of I” in A’. But then [ 3 2, p, 781 any x E K may be 
written x = a/b where a E A and h E‘ I”. Thus [A’: Ku] = dim,. A = 1 W 1 and KO = A’“. 
3.7. Remark. We see from the above proof that the analogue for FD-groups of the 
classical theorem that any two maximal tori of a Lie group are conjugate would be 
that any two indusionsfj R: BT + 8, of a torus T of maximal rank be homotopic 
up to a self equivalence of ST. We do not as yet have such a theorem. Indeed, if G 
is a Lie group, WC do not know whether an inclusion of a torus is homotopic to the 
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classifying map of a Lie inclusion. Thus the Weyl group defined 
be. taken to depend on the inclusion /: 
above must Q priwi 
$4. Tori in groups on S3 
We here undertake to provide an example of an FDgroup containing no non- 
trivial torus. We will USR an exotic structure on S3. To distinguish between group 
structures on S3 and to refute the existence of suhtori in appropriate cases, we will 
use Adams operations in KO-theory. 
Let A be a group structure on 9, i.e., GBaz S3. By using the Serre spectral 
seyu~nt:e of the fibration 
we may show that 
N*(B;z) = Z[X,l ( 
dim x4 = 4. We want to calculate the KC&theory of H. For a systematic account of 
KC)-theory see 1 f 31. or 131. We need the faDowing facts: 
KU’@r) = 
2, i z 0 (mod 2) 
0, 0 therwise. 
We have a generator q of KU’Z@r) so that KU*(‘t) = Z[v, ~‘~1, and generators 
q ) Q, q4, qg. q E KO-‘igt) so that KO*(jlr) is generated by q, qtlq,v& & as an 
algebra with relations 2~~ =o,q:=~2,p192=~,~~~4=0,~~=4~*. Under the 
complexit%zation homomorphism c: KO*(X) + KU*(X), ~174 = ?T$. c?$# =q4. 
We may now use the Atiyah-Hirzcbruch spectral sequence for B 13.71 to oalcu- 
late KO*(B) and KU*(B). 
4.1. Lemma* KO*(B) = KO+@t)[ xl 1, x E K04(B), and x represents xqE E$*(B) 
in the Atiwh-Hirzebmch sptxtml sequence. KU*(B) = KU*[ [X) 1, XE KU4(B), Z 
wpresenring x4, md f may be chosen so that cx = F. 
Proof. The spectral sequences collapses for dimensional reasons. 
In order to distinguish omotopy types of the spaces B we are going to use the 
Adams operation q2 [3] applied to q4.r f KO(B). To do this we must know how 
this operation depends on the choice of the generator x. We will only be concerned 
with this operation evaluated on q8x2 so we will do our computations in KO*/KO$. 
Note that an additive basis for K04(S)/KO$(B) is {x, 7)4x2). Ifx’ is another 
representative of-~, then x’ = x +eqqs? Put _V = t74.r. _JP’ = Tjqx’, z = 7)&G, _i; = q?u., 
We must determine how a depends on the choice ofs. Calculate module K0&3) 
to get 
@I*’ = Q( )’ + 4eLt ) 
= 4.V’ + ?(a + 24t?)z . 
Thus (I is weil determined (mod 24). The choice of’x4 was unique up to sign. NSO 
*“( --_v) = 4( ---_I#) -.- 2uz. I&rote a by &I). We have proved 
We will prove in the next section that 
4.4. Remark. Note that KO(B)/K09fSj is just the KC&theory of the projective plane 
of the multiplication on St determined by B. The invariant k&J) distinguishes the 
four H-cfasscs of multiplications on S3 which may be made associative 1281 . 
The main result of this section is 
Proof. The B with a(B) = +l maybe taken to be HP” by 4-6 below. The case a(B) = 
21 I is as yet undetermined. Let B be a group structure on S3, x4 the generator of 
H4iB;Z) andf: CP” 7 B a subtorus of rank one. Now H*(CP”;Z) =z(t), dim ~2. 
An immediate consequence of Theorem 2,2 is that f*(+) = +_t? Whert o(B) = +,5 or 
27, we will showfdoes not exist by showing that f! cannot commute with q2. We 
get no more information from KO(CP”) than from KU(CP”) so we will calculate in 
KU-t hcory. 
Recall that KUICP”) = 21 It] 1, where [ + I is thz canonical line bundle, and ( 
represents I in the Atiyah-Ifirzehrucb spectral scquer~~. Furthermore 
*“[=([t l)k - 1 
131. Ukwe SQ so that f”(x4) = 12. We have KU(B) = Z[Li;j 1 9 y reprcsentingx4. 
There fore 
Equating wefkients gives e3 = I and 
The theorem is thus proved. 
4.6. Lemma. u(HP”) = 1 I 
hof. If B = HP” in Lemma 4.1, the generator x may be chosen so that q&x + I,,= A. 
the canonical quaternionic line bundle [3l, p. 2501. Let f: CY” --* HP” be the 
inclusion and let 5 = ( + 1 be the canonical line bundle over CP” . Then 
as a complex bundle 13 I, p. 25 Il. Therefore as ;i complex virtual bundle 
qe2cf !‘7@ = 2 -. s;tl’r 
1 -- - =1-E It6 
= (‘/(I +O 
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since 5‘ = I/[ [ 3,s. I 1. Therefore 
Consequently, 
since f ! and c are manic [4] , [ 1, $21. 
5 5. Multiplications on S3 
We will now provide the multiplications of Theorem 4.3. Suitable examples were 
first constructed by Slitker [BJ using other methods. We give here a much simpli- 
fied construction using the Zabrodsky mixing procedure 134). We will use this con- 
struction in the next section to find sub three-spheres in an exotic FBgroup. 
Let 
Ii!: HO 3K(i?,4) * i=Q, 1, 
be maps uch that 
(i)$ represents “i times a chosen generator u4 of H”(HP”; Z), where 
(ii) P+, is odd, and 
(iii) nl is a power of two. 
0y a theorem of Zabrodsky 134, 1.2) ) we may factor $ by 
fi f;’ 
HP” + Mi + A-(2,4) , 
where 
(i)$‘is a fibre map, i = 0, 1) 
(ii)& and f; are mod 2 equivalences [ 271, 
(iii)f;; andfi are mod 3, 5, 7, .,. equivalences, 
(iv) atl maps fi, fi”are rational equivalences, 
(v) fi*: H4iAfii 2) 3 H4(MF” ; Z) has degree nil i = 0,1. 
Let B be the fibre product of6 and fi? We have a commuting diagram 
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It is clear from a Serre spectral st3yuence argument that p. is a t-equivalence and 
p1 is 8 .3,5,7, ..” -equivalence. Thus 
That this im@ies Theorem 4.3 is evident from the f‘ollowing table 
_-we-----a.....- --.-....C-d-l ____ “__ *....--__-.-.l-..._.__ I-_.---.-- 
no (ntod8) nl (mod 3) ?rttf?) imod 24) 
-- --._ I ---_ _1~.w._-. --~---cl.-l-i^---.- ._ e-w -..-...e_-0 ..,.--.-.- 
1 1 ? 1 
I . . . 1 2 7 
3 1 f 5 
3 .- t fll 
_ _. ______._., __ -___-_ _ -. l___._._.___ . ,- __-___ .___ _.- I_.__ . .._ -_- .--- 
Proof of 5.3. Carry CRW the notation of 54 for KO(B). Let KO*(HP”) = 
KO*@t)[ [ul ] , and let u = 7j4u, W=T@U 2. Bv Lemma 4.6 we may choose u so that _ 
We will compute o(H’) by chasing diagram 5.1 with KO-theory. Since M. and l t 
have very bad torsion, we must localize KO-theory at the rekvant primes. So let 
V-s KO*(X) = lim KO*[,m@Zi HI +- 
n 




So. recalling that the denominator Of<*fl is prime tu 2 and tflilt Cj is a power of 2. wt 
have 
5 6. The Hilton-Roitberg example 
To illustrate hew the techniques of $4 and $5 may be used to construct and study 
subgroups of exotic FD-groups, WC wifl show that for each BS3 constructed in $5, 
there is a multiplication on the Hilton-Roitberg “criminal” f IS. 301 containing that 
BS3. Associative multiplications on the Hilton-Roitberg bundle were first constructed 
by Stasheff [30]. 
We shall corlsidef principal S3 bundles over S’ . We will distinguish homotopy 
types of tot al spaces by a KO-theiry invariant. 
Let E be a simply connected complex such that H*(E; 2) = iIz[ f3, t7 1, dim Ii = i. 
The total space of ate S3 tibration over S7 is such a space. Using the Atiyah-Hirxe- 
brush spectral sequcncc, 
whcrc r3 and t7 denote representatives of the corresponding elements in W*(E;Z~. 
We want to compute @ in KO-* l(E) = KO(SE). Put tl = q4t3. w = q8t,, then 
using, as in $4, ccrtnplexifi~atian and the fact that Jl’u z~ ld2 (mod 2) 16, .X2.2!. 
If t\ is another &okc t%r t3, t; = t3 t qt7, then for 11’ = q41;, ti = 14 t&r+-. As in 
$4 we Lx3mpute . 
Let S” -L, E + S’ be a fibration, and let f‘: S’ -+ S’ be of degree (1. Let Ej be the 
fibfe pWdlJCt 
Then an easy verification gives 
Now .ie t B be a simply connected complex with H*(B; 2) = Z[.T~, x8 1, dinrxi= i 
(e ;. Sp(2)). We have 
2 
Put N = qqx4, v = qgxq, H’ = qgx8. Using the Scrre spectral sequence, we have 
where, under the adjoint map SGB + B and suspension, x4-+t3, x8+ t,. Using the 
same map, 14 + u, w + w and 
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where of course kb is well determined (mud 12). 
Suppose 113 contahs an FD-subgroup zT3* where gS3 is some FD-group structure 
on S3. Then we have a quotient fibration 
Now GB is an H-space; so, by a theorem of Curtis and Mislin [ 1 Sj . GR has the 
homotopy type of a principal S” bundle over ST. Ail such are <lbtaincd as f4tows. 
Let s3 --, SpCZ) + 5’ be the standard yusticnt of Lie groups. Let f~ S’ -+ S7 be of 
degree d and let Ed be the pull back bundle 
Now principal bundles over S7 are classified by an eicrnen t of IT& = Zt2 with 
genera tar w corresponding to Spt Z ) + St So Ed ctmqxmds to A,. Using I_rzrnrna . 
6.7 below, b(Sp( 2 !) = * 1 SD 
b&,)=d (mod 12). 
The number b thus classiCes the homotopy type of the space E,j since A?_, % A’$. 
We have proved 
The Hilton-R&berg criminal is t-,‘, s. We may now prove 
Proof. Let BSp(Z) be the standard (Lie) structure on Sp(2). We have an inclusion 
HP” -s, BSpf 2). H*(BSp( 2); 2) = Z[ x4, xgj.H*(W”“;Z) =z(l*x,j, and P-Q = 0. 
As in 5s we may construct he following commutative diagram 
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fil .G 








RO Y 47; 
I i fi 
. -. + Nr, - _I__. ----++ K(Z.4) xK(2,8) f 










By Pnpxition 6.3, R is B group structure 011 Ed, (t = b(B), and it is easy to stx that 
‘PC;’ is a F-D-subgroup of& It remains to calculate b(R). But using Lemma 6.7 bek 
a&! the technique of 55, 
---I---“-” ___._.~___-..” .I___ .___ _*__ .___ ___ __._ “L.---_)__~.ll---.-I.- --_-----I- - -- 
at BS” ) no (mod 4) tiI (mod 3) rrto (mod41 nzl (mod 31 &mod 12) 
_,..“_ ..^_ _.F ___ _. -...___---b .-... _I^._. - - __________II___~_-_~~--~~_l__-----L 
Zl 1 1 1 1 tl 
21 1 1 1 1 ?S 
?5 __ 1 1 -1 1 +l 
*S -1 1 1 1 is 
?7 1 -1 1 -1 *l 
f7 I _- 1 1 1 25 
tll ..w lr -1 1 1 *I 
?ll -1 -1 1 -1 ?S 
__. _ ___._._ -  .r ._____ .___ ..-___._- __.-_ ___.. -. ____ _-.__ .-_ ..- _- .-  -. -- . _.__- I 
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4.5;. Remmk. It is not yet known whether there is a group structure wn ET5 with a 
subtorus of maximal rank. One can, however, get an exotic “quaternionic torus” 
jZ@ x ES3 contained in a MY,,. One uses the S3 x S3 --c Sp( 2) and the above mixing 
procedure with RQ and ml equal to 
that following 5.3. one :~ees that the 
(mad 24). 
I. By comparing the table following 66 with 
&? which arise are those with a h +cS or 27 
6.7, Lemma. b(BSpCjj = _I 1. 
‘11 =fX, - 4) 
3rd qT real. Caldate - 
f2 
v ‘11 
= 43 +q; 
Transferrrng this information 
__ 277, . 
to KO-theory via the results of 14) gives the ttmma, 
Appendix 
Fibre homotopy equivalence of simplicial fibrations 
We wish ta have in simplicial anguage the results Of Dold and Lashoff [ lb] . Let 
X be a Kan complex. We have a complex XX of maps of X into A’. An n-simplex of 
XX is a fibre map 
f xx A,, ------4x An 
I I 
An-A N 
where An is the standard n-simplex. A theOrem of Moore [e.g. 24, p.691 states the 
XX is a Kanecomplex. 
AJ. Definition. The complex H(X) of homotopy equivalences of X is the subcom- 
plex of .P of’ mapsfabovt such that f‘rcstricts to L? hOrm~tc~~Jy equivalcncc on the 
tibte over a vertex of A,*, Clearly 
A.2. Lemma. If(X} is a simpkial morwid und u Kan complex. 
hloorc 1311 gives a construction of a principal Classifying fibration 
?/(X1 -+ WM X) -+ Wf( XS = B]{, *) 
so we ma!* talk about bundles with fibre X and structure monoid H(X). We wish to 
prove 
Pr&‘. We must show that every fibration is t‘ibre homotopy equivalent to an W(X) 
bun&c and any H(X) bundles which are fibre homotopy equivalent are equivalent. 
Let I-‘, 
bc a minimal subcomplex, i a retraction, ii = 1 . ij - 1 . Then i and i induce a home- 
morphism 
Since i j - I, this map is a homotopy equivalence. Therefore we have a homotopy 
equivalence 
Bur clearly H(F) = A(F) 181 , the automorphism complex of F. since I= is minimal. 
But !3,+I,I, classifies isomurphism classes of minimal fibrations (81 , and tlbre homo- 
topy equivalences of minimal fibrations are isomorphisms. Furthermore, every Kan 
fibratron has a minimal fibration as a deformation retraction [ 261. The proposition 
now i3llows. 
One would like to relate this to the topological case. Let RX bc the geometric 
realization of X. For any N-simplex f: X x Art + X x A, of Xx we can deijne a pro- 




2’2 D. t . R cc tar. Su bgwups uf finite dimensional topological groups 
But RA, is tf\e standard topological n-simplex so we have detked a singular simplex 
RTE Sin RXRX, whcrc Sin denotes the singular complex. We thus have 3 simplicial 
map H(X) -+ SinH(RX), hex H(R.X’) is the space of homotupy equivalences of RX. 
There is an adjoint map 
RH(Xj -+ H(RX) a 
A fo!k conjecture is 
A.3. Proposition. The abrw map 
RH( ,I’+) --* H( RX) 
is a weak hr mo tc py qu iwlmw. 
The author intends to prove this in a future paper. 
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